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INT.GRANNY’S HOUSE - 9AM

FADE IN

Living room, brown carpets, wood chip walls, large window

and door to kitchen.

LARA, 19, platinum hair, green eyes, still in PJ’s.

Centre stage, Lara is sitting down eating breakfast.

GRANNY, 56, fat, grey hair, woolly jumper, thermal trousers

& pink slippers.

GRANNY (O/S)

What’s your plans for the day then?

LARA

Away to meet a man I met online.

Back stage, LS, Granny walks in the living room.

GRANNY

What’s his name?

LARA

Willy.

GRANNY

Willy?

LARA

He’s a wood cutter.

GRANNY

Aw, Willy the wood cutter.

Bsck stage MS Granny sits next to Lara.

GRANNY

So what’s he like.

LARA

He’s 21, lives by his own

rules. Boyracer. Wow. He can ride

my saddle any day.

GRANNY

Pffft.

LARA

Anyway, never mind that I’ve got to

go get dressed.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 2.

Lara walks away leaving her dirty dishes in the living room.

ECU to dirty dishes.

GRANNY

Huh, typical Lara. Always leaving

the dishes to me.

EXT. PARK - 1PM

Lovely sunny day, swing park.

WILLY, 21, leather coat, black jeans & steel toes.

Front stage, CU. Willy and Lara are kissing.

WILLY

I’ve got an idea which may get us

in a lot of trouble.

LARA

What?

WILLY

Lets go back to mine and have some

fun.

LARA

You’re on.

INT. OUTSIDE WILLY’S BEDROOM- 2PM

Lobby landing, banister, toilet and 2 bedrooms.

Closed door. CU. Lara and Willy are at the other side of

this door, having sex.

FADE TO BLACK

INT. GRANNYS - 6PM

FADE IN

Lower landing, electricity meter, stair well.

Back stage, LS, Lara walks in.

GRANNY

You missed your tea.
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CONTINUED: 3.

LARA

Who cares, I’m in love.

Left wing, LS Lara runs away up the stairs singing.

Right wing, MS, Granny faces audience/camera.

GRANNY

Wheres the puke bucket?

INT. LARAS ROOM - 12 NOON

Bed, messy with clothes lying everywhere.

Centre stage, MS, Lara is lying on the bed crying. Granny

comes in to comfort her and comfort her.

GRANNY

Whats the matter poppet.

LARA

Willy’s dumped me and found another

lassie.

GRANNY

Huh, typical young man. Never

mind, there’s plenty mare fish in

the sea.

LARA

Aye, but I’ll no have time to chat

them up.

GRANNY

How No?

LARA

I’m pregnant.

GRANNY

Oh, your pregnant are you? Well

when ye’re finished greetin’, you

can go pack your bags tae move

in tae a b&b, coz ye’re no stayin’

wi’ me like that.

FADE TO BLAACK
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